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What we got wrong in 2008 

To err is human, but to admit mistakes is less so. One of our biggest mistakes last 
year, we admit, was to underestimate Mirek Topolánek's loyalty to Václav Klaus as 
president. Although we thought from an early stage that Klaus had a 70% chance 
of winning reelection (click here), we still figured there was a 25% chance that To-
polánek was secretly planning to maneuver a victory for a third candidate (not Jan 
Švejnar, whom we gave only a 5% chance). However, Topolánek remained true to 
Klaus and even now, in the face of attacks by Klaus, expresses no regrets. This is 
admirable, and Topolánek is doing it again with regard to Finance Minister Miro-
slav Kalousek. To some, Kalousek might represent gangster capitalism, to others 

he's a KDU-ČSL heretic, but to Topolánek he remains the person for whom he's pre-
pared to walk across hot coals - or sink his own coalition government - to defend.
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Glossary
to err is human - everyone makes mistakes; stage - a point or period in a process or development; to figure - (informal) to think, consider, expect to be the case; to be true to someone - to be loyal, faithful; KDU-ČSL heretic - a heretic is a nonbeliever in God or someone who holds an opinion that is at odds with what is generally accepted, so a KDU-ČSL heretic in this context is a Christian Democrat who does not follow the party line; to walk across hot coals for someone - to be prepared to do almost anything for someone; to sink something - to allow or cause something to fail.


